
Appartement MeerPlezier Upstairs Offingawier
Modern apartment located directly adjacent to Sneekermeer
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Tranquility and nature lovers are in their element here

Directly on the Sneekermeer you will find this modern and contemporary apartment. The accommodation is located
in a nature reserve, an ideal vacation spot for tranquility and nature lovers. But this is also the right place for more
activity. For example, you can rent a sloop, supping or pedal boats. In short: all the ingredients are present for both a
quiet stay and a lively water sports vacation. Will you come and make memories together in this beautiful
apartment?
Modern apartment on the second floor

This first floor apartment is modern and sleek. The living room has a cosy sitting area with a sofa, two chairs and a
television. A Chromecast is connected to the television, and you can use the Wi-Fi during your stay. You can eat
together at the dining table and prepare meals in the fully equipped kitchen. The open kitchen is equipped with a
hob, combination microwave, fridge with freezer compartment, dishwasher, two coffee machines (filter and
Nespresso), kettle and toaster. The bedroom has a double box spring bed (160x200), bedside tables, a wardrobe and
blackout window coverings. For the little ones, there is a fold-away cot (60x120 cm) and a high chair. The modern
bathroom has a shower with a glass wall, a toilet and a bathroom cabinet with a mirror and hairdryer. The apartment
has a lovely, east-facing balcony where you can enjoy breakfast outside or bask in the warm evening sun with a
drink on the lounge chairs.

 
Discover Friesland on the water

Aktuelle Preise finden sie auf unserer Homepage.
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The apartment&#39;s excellent location means you can switch between rest and activity during your holiday.
Explore Friesland; you can hire a dinghy or sailing boat from the marina. The marina also has a fun beach club where
you can enjoy a drink, lunch and dinner. There is a recreational lake with a beach and water ski track just 500 metres
from the apartment. Enjoy the lively atmosphere at the water sports centre! Those looking for culture and nature are
also in the right place. Discover the characteristic towns in the area such as Hindelopen, Sloten and Balk. Sneek is a
bustling and quaint town that is well worth a visit, and it is only a five-minute drive from the apartment.
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